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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1986 No. 1915

The Insolvency (Scotland) Rules 1986

PART 4
WINDING UP BY THE COURT

CHAPTER 13

COMPANY WITH PROHIBITED NAME

First excepted case

4.80.—(1)  Where a company (“the successor company”) acquires the whole, or substantially
the whole, of the business of an insolvent company, under arrangements made by an insolvency
practitioner acting as its liquidator, administrator or receiver, or as supervisor of a voluntary
arrangement under Part I of the Act, the successor company may for the purposes of section 216
give notice under this Rule to the insolvent company's creditors.

(2)  To be effective, the notice must be given within 28 days from the completion of the
arrangements to all creditors of the insolvent company of whose addresses the successor is aware
in that period; and it must specify -

(a) the name and registered number of the insolvent company and the circumstances in which
its business has been acquired by the successor company,

(b) the name which the successor company has assumed, or proposes to assume for the purpose
of carrying on the business, if that name is or will be a prohibited name under section 216,
and

(c) any change of name which it has made, or proposes to make, for that purpose under
section 28 of the Companies Act.

(3)  The notice may name a person to whom section 216 may apply as having been a director
or shadow director of the insolvent company, and give particulars as to the nature and duration of
that directorship, with a view to his being a director of the successor company or being otherwise
associated with its management.

(4)  If the successor company has effectively given notice under this Rule to the insolvent
company's creditors, a person who is so named in the notice may act in relation to the successor
company in any of the ways mentioned in section 216(3), notwithstanding that he has not the leave
of the court under that section.


